International Workshop on High Frequency Micromagnetic Devices and Materials

1. Introduction

Current issue of The Transactions of The Magnetics Society of Japan is devoted to discuss high frequency micromagnetic devices and materials, which follows the International Workshop on High Frequency Micromagnetic Devices and Materials, held in Delft Institute of Microelectronics and Submicron Technology (DIMES), Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands, on May 3rd 2002.

Encouraged speakers at the workshop had submitted the papers to this number of The Transactions of The Magnetic Society of Japan Transactions. Those papers were subjected to the regular review processes of the Transactions based on the great helps of overseas volunteer reviewers as well as domestic reviewers. Seven papers are published in this issue, as a result. Besides, it was a new experience for The Magnetics Society of Japan to employ electronic submission/review processes, which helped the authors and reviewers located overseas especially. This gave a good opportunity to collect valuable knowledge to establish coming electronic submission/review system for the regular Japanese Journal as well as for the English Transactions.

This article is intended to describe such editorial issues as well as to introduce the micromagnetic devices and the assigned workshop, by the names of workshop co-chairs and publication chair.

2. What are micromagnetic devices?

There have been continuous efforts to develop high performance miniaturized inductors, transformers and other inductive magnetic devices, as well as the high-frequency materials and circuitry required by such devices. These engineering seeds have met a need of the latest IT devices that offer significantly huge applications for soft magnetic films as integrated passives, electromagnetic noise countermeasure, sensors, etc., in the RF range, especially in the 800MHz - 6GHz range and beyond. Physical understanding of high frequency characteristics and high speed switching properties of magnetic films, thin film material developments and sophisticated micro-fabrication/packaging techniques to complete a planar form are all required to realize such high performance miniaturized devices as well as analysis, simulation and instrumentation techniques.

Again, these will create new magnetic devices and components and integrated semiconductor circuits with resistors, capacitors and other active/passive elements, to realize micro-miniature systems with a high level of functionality.

Technologies covered in this topic are closely connected to the write head issues in HDD technologies for all aspects but they are very often discussed separately because this topic is on the interdisciplinary technology roadmaps of semiconductor IT devices and MEMS as well as on high density magnetic recording. Accordingly several different key words are used to address this topic, including micromagnetic devices, planar inductive devices, magnetic MEMS, RF integrated passives and global integration techniques.

Anyway, the based construction of such devices and techniques is the combination of a thin magnetic element and a planar/micromachined coil, and the term can refer to devices and components based on bulk materials also. Frequency range should cover below 1 MHz to over 10GHz. Whether in thin film or in bulk form, the goals of smaller sized, thinner shapes and thinner and higher levels of integration are the same, and research methodologies likewise have many points in common.

3. Brief technological background

Early works on ferromagnetic thin-film inductors and transformers were performed by Gleason\(^1\) and Saleh\(^2\), followed by a systematic study in Japan initiated by Shirae\(^3\) in 1980s and early 1990s. Ref. 4) and 5) well review basic knowledge and early days.

The idea of CMOS integrated RF inductor was innovated by Burghartz\(^6\) whereas the advantage of possible CMOS integrated ferromagnetic RF inductor was demonstrated separately by Yamaguchi\(^9,10\) and Gardner, et al\(^11\). This workshop is located where these two technology merge.

Thin film materials technology is also a key issue on micromagnetic devices. Granular thin films\(^12\) are discussed in terms of high resistivity and large anisotropy field to eliminate eddy current losses and to get rid of ferromagnetic resonance. Films with high saturation moment benefits high permeability and high ferromagnetic resonance frequency simultaneously. As is known, maximum available moment at room temperature is 2.45T of CoFe system. This workshop also deals how to get this material “soft” from different aspects\(^13\-16\).

4. Delft international workshop on the high frequency micromagnetic devices and devices

The structure of the workshop organization was as follows: Workshop organizer: DIMES, Delft University of Technology. Assent: The Magnetics Society of Japan, Technical Committee of Magnetics, IEE of Japan, Special committee on the advanced ultra high frequency micromagnetic devices. Workshop co-chairs: Joachim N. Burghartz (DIMES, TU Delft), Masahiro Yamaguchi (DIMES, TU Delft), and publication chair.
This workshop was scheduled on May 3rd, 2002, the day after the Intermag 2002 conference held in Amsterdam. Since the workshop was triggered only three month before it convened, all the presentations were assigned by program co-chairs as invited talks. There were 11 presentations from France, Germany, Japan, Netherlands and the United States (alphabetical order).

Firstly, the topics covered the materials development issues on (CoFeB)-(SiOx), Fe-Co-N, High-Hk CoZrNb, Ni80Fe22, Fe50Co50/Fe80B20 and electroplated ferrite thin films. Sputter deposition on a rotating/moving substrate were also discussed. While three papers discussed experimental results on RF integrated inductors with/without magnetic thin film, another three papers dealt with modeling of the material properties and the device design for the integrated inductors. Another two papers demonstrated transmission lines devices, followed by a unique paper on magnetostrictive LC circuits. Then the workshop was concluded with the 30-minute general discussion. Interested readers can reach the technical program at the workshop Web page

"5. Concluding remarks"

This workshop provided an opportunity to get together those who are interested in micromagnetic devices and also bridged semiconductor microelectronics techniques and applied ferromagnetic thin-film techniques, where a number of outstanding new research topics and industrial huge applications should be awaiting. It was recommended by several attendees to make efforts to find out the killer application of the devices discussed in the workshop.

There would be next occasion to convene similar workshop. Interested individuals may check the Web site. Related news is an invited symposium on “RF soft magnetic films and planar inductive devices (tentative)” at Intermag 2003 conference held in Boston, the United States, during March 31st-April 3rd. Six invited speakers will discuss the RF soft magnetic materials, possible applications and simulation techniques for micromagnetic devices.
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